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A panel at the August 2017 Australian Aid Evaluation Forum Submissions open
for April 2018
Australian Aid
Evaluation Forum
By Sachini Muller
23 November 2017

We are still accepting submissions of evaluations for the next Australian Aid Evaluation
Forum, to be held in early April 2018.

If your organisation has an evaluation it would like discussed in a constructive,
public forum involving aid and evaluation experts, this is for you.

Devpolicy and DFAT’s Office of Development Effectiveness (ODE) co-organise a twice-yearly
forum on aid evaluations. Each forum runs for three hours, covering two or three
evaluations, and is held at ANU in Canberra.  The discussion of each evaluation involves a
presentation from the evaluator, followed by a presentation from a person involved in
running the aid activity that was evaluated, and finally a presentation by a discussant with
aid evaluation expertise.

Are you proud of your aid program evaluation? Would you like it to be part of the
next Australian Aid Evaluation Forum?

If you are interested in being part of the next event (in April 2018) please email an
expression of interest to Terence Wood (terence.wood@anu.edu.au) and Sachini Muller
(sachini.muller@anu.edu.au) before 30 November. Please email us if you have any
questions, or if your evaluation won’t be ready by April but you would like to engage in the
future.

Some funding for domestic travel is available to bring participants to Canberra from other
parts of Australia.

If you would like to listen to some examples of presentations from a previous forum please
click here.
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Sachini Muller was a Research Officer at the Development Policy Centre. She is currently
completing a Master of Globalisation at ANU.
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